Soviet lawyer urges democratic reform

By SANDRA WIEGAND
News Writer

Reformation of the single party system in the Soviet Union is more likely to be accomplished empirically than through legislation, said Leonid Volkov at a press conference Friday.

Volkov is a Soviet lawyer and a member of an association called Democratic Perestroika which he plans to represent as a candidate in the election of the Soviet Congress of People's Deputies in March. He is presently doing a lecture tour of universities in the United States.

Democratic Perestroika was one of the first entities to have open political discussion for the public, Volkov said. The association was formed in 1987 mainly by young scientific people; Volkov joined the same year.

The group has been gradually accepted by the public, he said, as well as by the authorities, who criticized it, but also quietly applied some of its ideas. In his campaign for the Soviet Congress of People's Deputies, Volkov plans to go beyond the realm of Western campaigns, such as public gatherings and debates, and include efforts at reform right from the beginning.

"It's necessary to do something, not just talk," he said. Volkov said that Democratic Perestroika is not an official

Financial Aid Awareness Week gets underway today

By JANICE O'LEARY
Assistant News Editor

Editor's note: This is the first in a five-part series.

In an effort to encourage students to get their Financial Aid Forms (FAF's) in on time, Notre Dame's Financial Aid office has declared this week Financial Aid Awareness Week.

The deadline for students to turn in their FAF's is Feb. 28. Signs have been posted in the dorms as a reminder.

The awareness week will culminate on Feb. 4, "College Goal Sunday." This unique event will be celebrated throughout Indiana in various other cities. Notre Dame and Saint Mary's Financial Aid staffs will be present at the

Crash could prove to be fault of air traffic controllers

COVE NECK, N.Y. (AP) — The crew of Avianca Flight 52 told high-altitude air traffic controllers the plane was low on fuel and needed a priority landing before it crashed, but that information wasn't relayed to local controllers, officials said Sunday.

Jet travel safe? / page 7

The Boeing 707 crashed on Long Island Thursday night, killing 73 people and injuring 85.

The pilot of the Colombian jetliner told controllers at New York Center, who handle high-altitude traffic, that he was low on fuel 50 minutes before the plane crashed at Cove Neck, a member of the National Transportation Safety Board. When the New York Center controllers turned over control of the flight to local controllers at John F. Kennedy International Airport, the airplane apparently failed to mention the plane was low on fuel, Dickinson said.

The conversation between the crew and New York Center came after the aircraft had been in a holding pattern for 46 minutes, Dickinson said. At that point, controllers asked the pilot if the Boeing could safely land at Boston's Logan Airport. The pilot said be lacked fuel to get to Logan, said Dickinson.

Shortly afterward, control of the aircraft was transferred to local controllers — Terminal Radar Approach Control, or

 Colombian Jet Crashes on Long Island

SOURCE: Financial Aid Office

Financial Aid Breakdown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total aid from all sources:</th>
<th>$60 million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$21 million from Federal funds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.4 M from Pell Grants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2.4 M from Work Study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7 million from ROTC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$17.2 M from Loans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Thinking at the gaming tables is a big gamble

Las Vegas is widely recognized as the City That Never Sleeps, even if it is just a nickname. Though there are many gambling temples, and the brain activity of a tourist can strike up at any time, it is not surprising that some people find themselves still alive after leaving the casino.

Kevin Reisch
Viewpoint Editor

The Music Commission will have a meeting at 5:30 p.m. today in the SUB Office for old and new members. Pizza and soft drinks will be served.

A Mass of St. Thomas will be celebrated in Alumni Hall chapel at 5 p.m. today commemorating the feast of St. Thomas Aquinas. Father John Jenkins, a new adjunct professor of philosophy, will be the main celebrant and homilist. A Gregorian chant will be provided by the liturgical choir.

Sexual exploitation while dating will be discussed tonight in a workshop entitled "What does a date get out of hand?" A workshop on Sexual Exploitation, "The 6:30 to 8 p.m. workshop in the Foster Room of LaFortune is sponsored by University Counseling Center on the Foster Room of LaFortune.

The Hispanic American Organization will meet tonight 7:30 p.m. in Siegfried Hall and elect a secretary-treasurer. A dinner for old and new members will be followed by business and a speaker.

Auditions for actresses for Canyonville Hall's Production of "Up the Down Staircase" will be tonight and 7:30 p.m. in Newland Science Hall. No experience needed.

The Northern Ireland Awareness Group will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Room 110, Law School, to view "Off Our Knees," the story of Bernadette Devlin and twenty years of The Troubles in Northern Ireland.

Candidates for Student Body President and Vice President are required to attend a mandatory meeting 7 p.m. tonight at Theodore's. Election rules and procedures will be discussed and petitioners will be distributed. Campaigning runs from Feb. 5—Feb. 11, and election day is Feb. 12.

East Germany's Communist-led government and opposition forces agreed late Sunday to move the nation's first free elections up to March 18 and to govern by coalition until then. The decisions were part of a "common responsibility" to strengthen democracy in East Germany, Communist Premier Hans Modrow said.

The South Bend Community School Corporation Adult Education is looking for volunteers to tutor adult basic education and Adult Basic Education to second language classes. These classroom hours may count as part of 100 pre-student teaching hours of field experience required for Saint Mary's Education Students. Needed volunteers, mornings and afternoons and evenings. Call Gail Silver 232-5744 or 282-4173.

Off-Campus Students who still need campus phone books can pick them up at the Administration Office on the second floor of LaFortune Student Center.

The Social Concerns Commission of Student Government kicks off Volunteer Week tonight at 8 p.m. lecture/discussion in 117 Haggerty. The lecture, by Delbert Hogart of the National Wildlife Federation, concerns Saint Mary's Environmental endeavors and other environmental issues.

Washington-Appalachia Information night is tonight at the CSU. These are spring semester break seminars, one theology college. Washington seminar information at 8 p.m., Appalachian at 7 p.m. Application available at CSU.

The Center for Basic Learning Skills needs volunteers to help tutor illiterate adults in South Bend on Monday through Thursday mornings, 9:30 to 11:30. Anyone interested is welcome to attend an organizational meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at the Center for Social Concerns, or call Matt Cleary at 277-9485.

Journal of the College of Arts and Letters is accepting humanities submissions until February 16. Please submit essays, fiction, and book reviews to J.C. O'Shaughnessy (English Office).
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Volkov advocates multi-party opposition in U.S.S.R.

By HANNAH WU
News Writer

Leonid Volkov, a Soviet lawyer and political analyst for the Soviet Academy of Sciences, advocates the creation of a new regularly functioning multi-party opposition and parliamentary system in the Soviet Union.

In a lecture titled "Forming a Political Opposition in the U.S.S.R," Volkov said this kind of regularly functioning opposition is not based on ideological principles or total immunity of the people, but on creation of mechanism of principles, changing and adjusting to the real needs of the people.

"It is not simply opposition of protest and criticism," said Volkov, "but opposition capable of suggesting to the people different alternatives of empirically meaning policies, to give the people room for choices of different kinds of policies, and room to express different interests and understanding of their interests." In his lecture, Volkov elaborated on a new dimension of opposition activities in the Soviet Union, which he related to the social democratic opposition.

"It is activity of the opposition in the Soviet Union at the moment which has more realistic party-oriented goals and economic alternative programs," stated Volkov.

"The most important problem of this alternative development now is not confronting power and bureaucracy, though they remain as obstacles," said Volkov.

"The major problem is how to attract masses of people to the new dimension of democratic system." People in the Soviet Union are somehow disappointed with Gorbachev's policies in light of destabilization of economic life, the very unusual political development, and national destabilization in the Soviet Union, Volkov said.

Three kinds of strategies have developed as follows:

• Free market economy.
• Centralization of one economy.
• Preparation of market economy.

"Opposition has always been in existence in the Soviet Union, even during Stalin time," said Volkov, explaining the history of opposition development in the Soviet Union. "There were never many opposition parties under the Stalin regime. Many people were tortured and killed, but opposition existed." After Stalin, "a peculiar kind of opposition was created, which was called dissident opposition," said Volkov. "It was represented by very brave people, who protested against the repressive regimes and all the ideological stupidities. Many of these people were sent to jails and concentration camps."

"Unfortunately these kinds of opposition were not able to create new dimensions of Soviet system," said Volkov. Nevertheless, they were very important. The dissidents prepared new spiritual dimensions of the democratic movements, which took place after the beginning of Gorbachev's Perestroika.

In the first year of Perestroika, there appeared a new kind of opposition, which was a kind of intellectual establishment, said Volkov. It consisted many journalists, writers, and scientists, who expressed their opinions through some papers and magazines.

New developments took place rapidly and unexpectedly, said Volkov. Several clubs came into being, one of which is the Democratic Perestroika, which Volkov is a member, another is the Popular Fronts.

"Democratic Perestroika suggested open discussions of problems of Soviet development and openly criticized." Many Soviet system, according to Volkov. It provided the people with new alternatives of reconfiguration and it was not suppressed and disturbed by the KGB agents, said Volkov.

Popular Fronts were more massive and populist-oriented, which began in Baltic republics and spread to other regions of the Soviet Union.

"It is difficult to believe that is now possible to gather 200 people, representatives of local Popular Fronts, in the huge newly-built palace in the center of Moscow." The next period of development of democracy in the Soviet Union began with the elections to the Supreme Soviet Congress of People's Deputy. "The legislation was in no sense democratic," stated Volkov, "Nevertheless, it gave room for participation of local populations." People in the Soviet Union, particularly in the western part, appeared to be very enthusiastic about the possibilities of making choices by voting, and they demonstrated very rational attitudes, according to Volkov.

Volkov called for intellectual and political support from the West. He stated the importance of raising money in Western countries. But he said that the money would be given in waste, because of a lack of channels for rational disposition.

Volkov's lecture was sponsored by the University's Program of Soviet and East European Studies, the Department of Government and International Studies, the Department of History, and the Department of German and Russian Languages and Literatures.
World Bank figures show Third World owes $1.3 trillion

WASHINGTON (AP) — People in countries that have gone deeply into debt enjoy higher living standards than the average Third World country, according to World Bank figures.

The bank calculates that the Third World countries owe a total of $1.3 trillion. Some are in trouble with their creditors and have tried austerity measures to grow out of their difficulties. But they still seem to be in constant need of financial aid.

In many ways, however, debt seems to have little effect on their quality of life.

Volkov, continued from page 1

party, but stressed that formal recognition is not important initially, but free multi-party elections are, and legislation to back up the reform would probably follow.

Presently, he said, it is possible to create a new Soviet party, but no one knows how. The process is not formal, so one must go beyond legislation and take the task into his own hands.

As democratic reform progresses, Volkov said, the tendency must move from democratic clubs to "a new kind of party-like opposition."

As an example of the power of empirical reform, Volkov cited the recent popularity of independent, oppositional newspapers. The papers, often radical, have not been legalized, but are "tolerated" in the Soviet Union.

The goal of Democratic Perestroika is to implement a balanced parliamentary democracy in the Soviet Union, with a multi-party system and regular change of leaders, Volkov said.

His visits to the United States constitute an attempt to maintain contacts with the public here, which he feels is more important than contact with the government alone.

In a joint development program by which Soviets can come to the United States to learn about Western entrepreneurship in an effort to make the Soviet Union "more modern, more normal....more Westernized.

Volkov said he does not "idealize" Western industries, industrial relations, or industrial culture, but "adequately understands the differences between this kind and that in the Soviet Union."

He said that it would be useful for Soviets to receive experience in the United States and then apply it to the Soviet Union.

Some changes in Soviet industry that Volkov would like to see include the abolition of inefficient industry such as metalurgy, machine tooling, and the defense industry. The cost and quality of the products of such industries would make fixing them irrational, he said.

Areas that Volkov would like to see developed include road construction, housing and information dispersion. A connection between production and consumption is necessary, he said, "in order to produce what is really necessary, and to consume what is really produced and not produced on paper or in such poor quality standards that it is not useful at all."

He said that tire with foreign suppliers would be important, as it would be difficult to get support internally.

Implementation of a taxation system which encourages people to save and to spend money, but discourages spending on luxury items would be necessary, Volkov said, to maintain a balance economically and avoid "great social inequalities."

Volkov said that although his association's platform has been called socialist, he prefers the term "democratic socialism."

He believes that the majority of the Soviet population is democratic, except some right-wing nationalists and a group called the United Front of Tollers, which consists mainly of young people who have Marxist beliefs.

Commenting on the recent efforts by Azerbaijan and other provinces to gain independence, Volkov admitted that non-aggressive, less radical procedures than that of Azerbaijan are preferable. Territorial activities must be stopped, when a movement is implemented this way.

He said that the Azerbaijan movement is "against Perestroika," but stressed that the province does have the right to become independent.

Candy is dandy,
Roses are neat,
But Observer ads Are really sweet.

Let your sweetheart see your love expressed through Observer Valentine classifieds or display ads.

Classifieds will be accepted from 10am to 3pm every weekday. The Observer is located in room 314 LaFortune or call 239-7471 for further information.
Director of ND publications receives CASE award

Special to The Observer

Carl Magel, director of publications and graphic services at the University of Notre Dame, has received the distinguished service award of district five of the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education (CASE).

Magel came to Notre Dame in 1977 as managing editor of Notre Dame Magazine and took on additional duties in the University’s printing and publications area, culminating in his appointment in July 1977 to head a new department of printing and publications.

He is responsible for all printed matter emanating from the University, with the exception of student and athletic department material and Notre Dame Press books. Magel holds an undergraduate and master’s degree from Notre Dame and taught English in the South Bend Community School system before coming to the University.

The honor recognizes several leadership positions he has held in the Great Lakes District of CASE, a national professional organization for persons involved in institutional advancement for colleges and universities.

INTERESTED IN FILMS? DIRECTING? ACTING? Here’s your chance!

Produce your dorm’s entry in the MORRISSEY FILM FESTIVAL

See your hall president or call Kevin Roxas at x1914 for information

New party emerges in Poland

WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Communists created a new social democratic party Sunday from the wreckage of their old party, officially burying the institution that ruled Poland for more than four decades.

The new party, the Social Democracy of the Republic of Poland, was approved overwhelmingly on the second day of a fractious three-day congress.

Delegates also adopted new bylaws and a new program for the party, intended to increase the leftists’ appeal to voters.

But a radical reformer backed by Solidarity leader Lech Walesa split off to form another party free of old-style Communists.

“A formation which is a hybrid, a bag accommodating everything, will not do,” said Tadeusz Fiszbach. “We will be unable to explain to society how we were transformed into social democrats out of Communists overnight... I am against artificial unity.”

The 41-year-old Communist Party ruled Poland before losing parliamentary elections and ceding power to a Solidarity-led government in August. There were bitter debates at the congress between orthodox Communists reluctant to break completely with the past and progressives who felt a clean break is necessary to compete in Poland’s new democratic politics.

Delegate Aleksander Kwasniewski said the new party must remain as unified as possible. “This does not mean unity at all costs. Two or three parties could emerge,” he said.

Outside the hall where the 1,600 delegates met Sunday, about 50 protesters chanted “Communists must go!” as police looked on. Late Saturday, more than 500 stone- and bottle-throwing demonstrators clashed with helmeted riot police for several hours.

Fiszbach, whose bid to lead a new party is backed by Walesa, heads a party faction of about 500 self-proclaimed “social democrats.” Fiszbach refused to participate in the first session of the congress Saturday, but he came to the hall Sunday morning to urge delegates to create a new party that does not include any conservative Communists.

Champion International Corporation – one of America’s leading manufacturers of paper for business communications, commercial printing, publications, and newspapers – invites Saint Mary’s and Notre Dame seniors to interview for sales representative positions.

SMC Reception
Stapleton Lounge, Monday, January 29, 7 - 9pm

Interviews
all majors invited, Tuesday, January 30 and Wednesday, January 31

Notre Dame Reception
Notre Dame Room at the Morris Inn, Monday, January 29, 7 - 9pm

Interviews
A & L, BBA, Tuesday, January 30
MBA, Wednesday, January 31

The Observer/Kevin Weise

The annual faculty art and design exhibition opened Sunday with a public reception at the Snite Museum of Art. The exhibition will run until March 18.
High child abuse rate found in Ind.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — While reports of child abuse and neglect in Indiana have increased 18-fold during the past 10 years, the state still is operating with the same number of child welfare workers it had in 1979.

According to children's advocates, the system is in a state of crisis:

• Caseworkers can't monitor all the children assigned to them. Most quit in frustration before completing a year on the job.
• Foster parents caring for sexually abused or drug-addicted children get little or no support from overworked and inexperienced caseworkers.
• Many of them drop out of foster care.
• Natural parents who are innocent may lose their children until a caseworker has time to investigate allegations of abuse. Parents who have abused their children often don't get all the help they need to stop that behavior.

Hussey said the dilemma will only get worse. She said the National Child Welfare Resource Center reports that Indiana ranks last in the nation in salaries paid to child welfare workers.

"I think we know how to help kids and families. I guess it's a decision if whether or not we want to," said Edie Olson, president of the Marion County Child Abuse and Neglect Council.

A bill eligible for a final vote

Mandatory information meeting for all student body president and vice president candidates: Monday, January 29
7:00 at Theodore's

Campaign runs from Mon., Feb. 5 - Sun., Feb. 11

Are you interested in becoming a Student Government leader?

According to Russo, "Notre Dame is exemplary of the country."

Statistics show that this borrowing trend is present at the University. Out of the $21 million of federal money awarded to Notre Dame students, $17.2 million of that is from loans, whereas only $1.4 million is due to grants.

There has been an increase particularly in parental borrowing, said Russo.

The PLUS program is government subsidized, is not need-based for students, and you may have up to 10 years to pay it back. It awards $4,000 per year per student, with a 12 percent interest rate.

An alternative form of parental loans is private, non-governmental loans. Typically, parents may borrow any amount, although provisions vary. Need is not an issue, there is no FAFSA to fill out. Credit worthiness is a major consideration though, and interest rates tend to be higher," Russo explained.

Clarification

The inside column on Jan. 26, was not clear in its reference to the University required English as a Foreign Language courses. The 40 three-credit course requirement pertains to the College of Arts and Letters only.

TRANSITION INTO THE SOPHOMORE YEAR

AN INFORMATIONAL PROGRAM
by EMIL T. HOFMAN
DEAN OF THE FRESHMAN YEAR OF STUDIES
in the
ENGINEERING (CUSHING) AUDITORIUM
TUESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1990 7 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1990 7 P.M.

(Both programs will be the same. Every freshman should plan to attend one.)

FRESHMEN FRESHMEN FRESHMEN
Experts say that air travel is safer due to improvements

WASHINGTON (AP) — Air disasters such as the Avianca Airlines crash on Long Island last week are becoming more survivable, in part because design and technical advances have made jet travel safer, many air safety experts say.

"The accident rate is improving. It's not more dangerous, it's getting better," says S. Harry Robertson, director of the Crash Research Institute in Tempe, Ariz. "Airplanes are getting safer as the newer generations come along. The rate of improvement is very significant." Capt. Ed Arbon, who flew for 22 years with TWA and is now an official of the Flight Safety Foundation, agrees.

"Some of the recent improvements do make the modern aircraft more survivable," Arbon says. "Eighty to 85 percent of recent crashes are survivable." says Drucella Anderson, a spokeswoman for the National Transportation Safety Board. "A lot of safeguards have been built into the planes."

Eighty-nine of the 161 passengers — more than half — survived the crash of Avianca Flight 52 into a hill on the north shore of Long Island.

Preliminary inquiries suggest the craft had either run out of fuel or had a very low supply when it crashed Thursday night on its way to John F. Kennedy International Airport. There was no fire when the 23-year-old Boeing 707 crashed.

But many of the experts say that the battle for air safety is far from over even though air travel on the whole has become amazingly safe and millions of passengers are transported each year without incident.

Under new rules issued by the Federal Aviation Administration and prompted by the investigation of air crashes, passengers are being made more reliable to avoid jamming.

Crash continued from page 1

TRACON — who told investigators Sunday they never knew the plane was low on fuel.

One local controller learned about the fuel shortage, but only after the plane had to abort an attempted landing, he said. After that attempt, the pilot twice told the local controller he was running out of fuel, Dickinson said.

The latest information was discovered after investigators spoke to six local controllers who either handled the aircraft or were keeping track of it, he said.

"For whatever reasons, we don't know, the controllers at TRACON did not know that," said Dickinson, referring to the fuel shortage.

He said investigators on Monday will question at least four New York Center controllers to determine if the information was relayed.

 Asked if there are rules requiring that fuel shortage information be passed along among controllers, he said, "There has to be a handoff or an agreement ... one would expect that information going to the center, that that information would be passed on." He said the controllers at TRACON and New York Center were speaking to each other by telephone when control was handed off.

Fuel receipts obtained by investigators indicate the aircraft had 81,000 pounds of fuel on board, more than enough for a normal flight from Medellin, Colombia, to New York. The flight originated in Bogota, Colombia, with a stop in Medellin.

The plane was delayed because of weather-related congestion three times en route — for 16 minutes over Norfolk, Va., for 27 minutes between Norfolk and New York, and for 46 minutes about 46 miles south of JFK.

The crash, in an affluent Long Island community, occurred as the plane circled back for a second landing attempt after an initial approach was aborted because it was too steep, the NTSB said.
WHAT ARE THEY?

They are forms which give you the opportunity to give a former professor "thumbs-up" or "thumbs-down."

All data will be tabulated and results will be published in a booklet which will be available to Notre Dame students.

THIS CANNOT BE COMPLETED WITHOUT YOUR HELP!

We need a lot of feedback for data sufficiency.

Show you care about improving our academic growth.

Take a few minutes and fill it out.

REMEMBER:

Fill in the last four letters of the professor's name on the grid.

If you have any questions about anything (course name, number, section, etc.) call 239-7668 and we will look it up for you.

Place results in receptacles in the lobby of your dorm.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Neil Bush will fight S&L charges leveled by federal thrift regulators last year, the president's son said Friday it will not withdraw or compromise in alleging that actions by the younger Bush as a director of a Colorado savings and loan "amounted to conflicts of interest." The announcement came as the president's son refused to voluntarily answer an order from regulators dictating he testify, explaining that his testimony could stretch to more than 100 hours if initial rulings are appealed.

Hoyt said the thrift officer will ask an administrative law judge to consider the testimony that may be taken on the charges and make a recommendation to the director of the thrift office, currently M. Danny Wall, a career administrative appointee.

But Wall, who announced his resignation last month, almost certainly will have left the agency by then, passing on the case to a new office in January, if he must be nominated by the president is confirmed by the Senate.

White House spokeswoman Alise Glen said, "The president is concerned that the thrift office will be made completely independent of any or other case."

'Peace dividend doesn't bring rapid stock price increase'

In the real world, as opposed to the spend-spend-spend crowd, the "peace dividend," which many has predicted would happen, may simply have to be a fact of business strategy and is accepted the way the spread of democracy behind the iron curtain.

The headlines stirred visions of vast new markets in Eastern Europe for many types of goods and services. But prospects for investment in the region itself are not as bright.

"The system always has been an honest retirement scheme, named "Ponzi," which tax to cut eventually could lead to strong inflationary pressures."

In addition, if political turmoil spreads to the more volatile areas of the world, shortages of key raw materials could develop.

"This is quite possible, the euphoria surrounding the outlook for the 1990s, while probably justified from a longer-term standpoint, could be in jeopardy in terms of 1990 or even 1991."

Even in the midst of a broad market setback, some fast-growing companies have reaped handsome payoffs from the search for "plays" on Eastern Europe.

Debate of the decade: What taxes to cut first

Well, what do you know? Here we are, just one year into an administration where the Washington wise guys said would simply have to raise taxes, and the delightful prospect arises that the real thing may be how deeply we cut them.

Democrats and Republicans have devised a brain teaser for investors who had been caught up in the high-flying hopes of the last fall. As the political upheaval in Eastern Europe has taken shape, the earnings market has benefited as investors benefiting from the spread of democracy behind the iron curtain.

Daniel Gramm, says those rates should in the long run be the target of rebuke even more so than after the March disaster, the nation was to remedy damage al- laroid microscopy into sharper focus when two example, has become a leader in pushing suppliers for more recycled or recyclable products. of a company that seemingly ward position of appointing two years if initial rulings are appealed.

Leaving the oil industry, envi- ronmentalism has already be- New York (AP) - The stock market's January tailspin has been a boon to investors who had been caught up in the high-flying hopes of the last fall. As the political upheaval in Eastern Europe has taken shape, the earnings market has benefited as investors benefiting from the spread of democracy behind the iron curtain.

"We should as shareholders and investors become used to the idea that the world is a semi-permanent part of the fi- nancial landscape for a long time," said Bernard Picchi, a managing analyst and a managing editor for Salmon Brothers Inc.
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Michigan's Bo practiced what he preached

By Kevin Smant

It was a warm, sunny late September afternoon in 1971. On that day the Bo Schembechler-coached Wolverines, led by stars such as Billy Taylor, Glenn Doyougth, and Thom Urrerdn, routed the Navy Midship­men 46-0. It was also the first time that a young, nine-year-old kid received his bapt­ism in the Michigan tradition. He's never forgotten it; that tradition stays with him still. I know. That kid was me.

Yes, even though I've lived in the heart of Notre Dame coun­try for some years now, I've retained a Wolverines at heart. Not just because they win— although I'd be lying if I denied that winning played a part. But we maize and blue fans also remain loyal because of the larger commitments that Michigan Football has main­tained. And all of that comes back to Bo.

Bo Schembechler has always talked tough about college ath­letics. He demands that his players maintain their grades. He rages at any agents that try to talk to his players and talk to his players. And he criticized other schools when he felt they had been unfair in their dealings with people. Perhaps the most un­derground of this was his sharp attacks upon the University of Illinois when they fired Bo's former assis­tant, Gary Moeller, as their head coach after only three years on the job.

But talking tough is easy. Jimmy Johnson and Barry Switzer did that. The difference is that Bo practiced what he preached. There was the time that star running back Leroy Hoard had a one hundred yard rushing game, then the next week decided he could skip a couple of classes. Bo found out; the next week, Hoard not only didn't start, he didn't even make the trip.

Then there was the time in 1981 that Texas A&M tried to woo Schembechler away from Michigan. Some well-heeled A&M alumni made a strong pitch, offering a huge salary increase, exclusive country club memberships, free cars, and total control over the program. Bo was sorely tempted. But to his surprise, the college presi­dent was not even directly in­volved in the negotiations. Bo requested a meeting with him, whereupon he found that had only the most rudimentary knowledge of what was going on. The whole thing was being controlled by boosters. Such a situation often leads to corrup­tion (as, in fact, occurred under the regime of Jackie Sherrell). Bo decided to stay at Michigan.

So, to Schembechler, money isn't everything. His salary was ranked far below other major-college football coaches. And believe it or not, winning was not the only thing, either. There was never a hint, not a whisper, of possible recruiting scandals at Michigan. In the end, winning the national championships wasn't the most important thing to Bo. He himself has always claimed that most people merely dismissed his protestations as mere rhetoric.

But his retirement this year proves he was telling the truth. He had a strong team this year—next year's team promises to be strong also, with many starters returning on both offense and defense, including Leroy Hoard and Tony Roles. But Schembechler's heart is weak; he'd been head coach at Michigan for over twenty seasons, and he wanted to spend more time with his family, which due to the pres­sures of college coaching he felt he'd neglected. "It's the hardest thing in the world for me to give up my football team," he said at the press conference announcing his decision, wiping away a tear. "But I'm doing it."

There are many here at Notre Dame who seem to feel only contempt for Bo Schembechler. "Bo Don't Know Diddly," blare the T-shirts. "M Go Blow." This troubles me; I hope it is only a result of the rivalry between the two schools. Can't you see that Bo stands for everything Notre Dame professes to stand for? Then there are the cynics who undoubtedly remember Bo only as the guy who occasionally blow up on the sidelines and lost far more Rose Bowls than he won. Such people only dis­play their ignorance. Bo Schembechler stood for what is right in college athletics; in an age of drug use, recruiting scandals, and widespread pub­lic disillusionsment with college sports, Schembechler's depar­ture is a sad note. It does matter how you play the game; Bo played it fairly, and well.

Schembechler's final act was to announce another of his virtures—loyalty. As his succes­sor, he chose Gary Moeller— whose record as a head coach at Illinois was hardly sparkling, but who Bo always insisted put a real deal. Moeller was always loyal to Bo and to Michigan; Schembechler could have looked somewhere else for a head coach (who wouldn't have wanted the Michigan job?), but he stuck with a man he trusted. That's a quality to be admired.

I only hope my loyalty to Michigan—even if some year they lose more than they win— will be worthy of the standard Schembechler set. Oh, the man had his faults (how many times did I scream at him over his play-calling!), but now is not the time to dwel on them. What one returns to is pride. Bo made one proud to be from Michigan. To be a Wolverine. Thanks, Bo.

Kevin Smant is a graduate student in history.

What are you thinking?
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GARRY TRUDEAU
QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Do not attempt to do a thing unless you are sure of yourself; but do not relinquish it simply because someone else is not sure of you."

Stewart E. White
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Abortion dialogue missing crucial viewpoint

By Greg Jeffrey

With each anniversary of Roe vs. Wade, the abortion debate renews itself, casting most of us into one camp or another. But what is missing in the viewpoint I wish to share is that I remain firmly within the camp of the young American male.

As the number of women who have had abortions reaches into the millions, and men who sin­

up future risk, an experience of abortion, whether they were ever respon­

sible for a woman in such a predicament, it's a simple mat­

ter of statistics and odds. With abortion so com­

mon, many young American men will begin relationships and fall in love with women who hold abortion in their past.

They will need to understand and accept their partner's ex­

periences with abortion, as a part of who she is, something she knows and accepts.

It is with this background in mind that I share my thoughts. This is my viewpoint at the time of the Roe vs. Wade deci­

sion. It was the first time that my University would even con­

sider the possibility that abortion was something I might have to face.

Here is what I believe. He is a sex educator opposed to teenage preg­

nancy. His positions on issues of sexual morality relating to the family are clear and long established. He is also, however, more of a philosopher than a religious dogmatist.

My purpose here is not to challenge Dr. Gordon. He is what he is. He is a sex educator opposed to teenage preg­

nancy. His positions on issues of sexual morality relating to the family are clear and long established. He is also, however, more of a philosopher than a religious dogmatist.

The significance of the invita­tion for the University community is this: The lectures and presen­

tations of social concern in the next semester will feature a group named Vol­

unteer Week. Volunteer Week will provide a num­

ber of golden opportuni­

ties for the consideration of some vital issues. The lectures and presen­

tations of social concern in the next semester will feature a group named Vol­

unteer Week. Volunteer Week will provide a num­

ber of golden opportuni­

ties for the consideration of some vital issues. The lectures and presen­
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ber of golden opportuni­

ties for the consideration of some vital issues. The lectures and presen­


RIDING TOUGH: 'The Young Riders' offers a mix of the Old West with fresh faces

When the popular cast of "Young Guns" came together for the film, people flocked to theaters to see these modern stars in a western. Now another group of young men have come together in a TV version of the film. They are "The Young Riders."

ABC takes viewers audiences back to the Old West on Thursdays at 9 p.m. "The Young Riders" presents a cast of virtually unknown actors (and actresses) as a band of 1860 Pony Express riders. Each week presents a new situation for the band to lasso and tame.

Ty Miller stars as Billy the Kid, the leader of the band. Jimmy Hickok (Josh Brolin) and Buck Cross (Gregg Rainwater) help the Kid with the doings of the Pony Express. Travis Fine stars as a mute cowboy named Ike McSwain.
The show's two women are Lou McCloud (Yvonne Sukor), a girl who dresses as a boy to be part of the band, and Emma Shannon (Melissa Loe) who acts as the boys' mother.

In one episode, Jimmy and Emma travel to a fort under the calvary's guard to attend a funeral. While there, they unravel a mystery involving the mistreatment of Indians by the U.S. military. Jimmy soon discovers the sergeant is covering for a disastrous mistake he himself made by blaming the Indians.

Soon, both Jimmy and Emma find themselves prisoners in the fort. Just as the military is about to destroy the entire Indian camp, the Kid arrives with more forces to restore order and a new leader to the fort.

The quality of this show deserves a twenty one gun salute. The episodes are creative and intriguing; writers don't make excuses for the characters to shoot their guns. In fact, some episodes contain no "shoot 'em up" scenes at all. Rather, the producers have decided to focus on life in the Old West—its people and their condition.

Also, the show rids itself of stereotypical western aspects. There are no "riding off into the sunset" scenes. The Young Riders occasionally catch a bullet and don't cut it out themselves; they're very human.

The cast is excellent, and it shows. Since the actors aren't big name stars (yet) as the ones in "Young Guns" were, viewers find the characters much richer and real. It is easy to see these young men as cowboys, and their dedication to the show is noticeable. Except for occasional modern expressions and the fact there were no VCs in the Old West, viewers may feel as if they're watching General Custer's home movies.

"The Young Riders" is an excellent, wholesome show. It doesn't exploit its young actors, but rather challenges them to portray human, real characters. The plots are exciting and the scenery is great. "The Young Riders" proves that the Old West is back and as youthful as ever.
Irish

continued from page 20

rebounds in 21 minutes. Normally, teams get up on us 10 to 20 points. Ellis was one of six Irish players in double figures. Kevin Monday, January 29, Elmer Bennett and Daimon they're dominated: the band was its him "see" the game clearly; and the crowd vociferously ex­-er氍

SOCR

The Irish basketball team, the commoner in basketball, the loves to see the 12th man, the crowd. The sentiment grew must be a tough job for a man to do. He must sit pa­-man to do. He must sit pa­-sents. Crawford 20-22.

"I like to see him get in and get his opportunity to score," said Keith Ballard LaPhonso Ellis. "He deserves it. He goes to practice every day, he's never late, and he can re­ally shoot the ball. It's funny to see other teams leaving him wide open, not expecting him to hit it. But we know what he can do." Crawford knows what he can do, but the inhibiting factor is the amount of time in which he has to do it. "It's a tough position to be in, because you sit on the bench for the whole game, and when you do get in there, the crowd gives you support and expects me to score. I just try my best and black out the spotlight." Crawford played on Arizona, and even then we still stayed in for a while. With 10 minutes gone, we were out of the game with a young team like this, these things are going to happen."

With the crowd of 11,062 cheering on the blowout and mocking the Hurricane players, the Irish played on a circus atmosphere. Phelps de­-nies that the Notre Dame-Miami football rivalry had any­thing to do with it. "It's like apples and or­anges." Crawford said of the riva-
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NOTICES

Word Processing Service
Free delivery

237-1114

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OF BIG SPECIALS ON TV PINE RUSSELL UP TO

$4200 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!!

Call 207-MACC Club
Commitment
Mural Night

Cost Zero Investment

Checks accepted, make checks payable to OCMC.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

Dress to Impress! Money making opportunities. Franchisees.

Call 294-1200 National Marketing Company, Box 20064 West Hartford, Ct.

TYING AVAILABLE

287-4060

CASH FOR CARS

Trucking
date of condition, 277-9954.

In town? Sure. Find out.

Get your carpets cleaned.

So Great Lengths

413 pm Library Auditorium, Wednesday, January 18.

Think it? Find out for sure. So Great Lengths

413 pm Library Auditorium, Wednesday, January 18.

used textbooks:

at a discount

Pancakes, Pancakes, Pancakes. n.d. a.m. and Howard

I WILL TYPE ANY PAPERS AT A PAGE

MAGAZINE CRAWFORD

7 pm, Jan 30

mixing Topic

Meat Vendors

TUESDAY

WANTED FEE FREE FREE FEE FREE "IRISH" virus detector

FREE MACINTOSH USER GROUP

Haggar Metal

DELETED SOCIETY

FREE MADMACS MACANS MACANS MACANS

MADAM'S MCINTOSH GROUP
type of condition, 200-2184

mail BOXES ETC.

Shipping

freight,

Laser Quality

For Papers, Express, Rents, Etc.

277-24
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FREE MADMACS MACANS MACANS MACANS
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type of condition, 200-2184
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For Papers, Express, Rents, Etc.

277-24

ATTENTION JUNIORS!!!

Now accepting resumes, letters and resumes. Submit to English Office

18th.

ATTENTION JUNIORS!!!

Now accepting resumes, letters and resumes. Submit to English Office

18th.

Buying and selling

Second hand, used

Mac's

Almost anything

including

hardware, software, peripherals.

Free pickup or delivery

2nd floor.

Please call

(617) 934-6536.

Doua

$100-$200

$300-$500

Call

1-615-473-7440

Jennifer

$30-

3:30 pm.

$60-

3:30 to 5:30 to be read. Any questions?

Call

51720.
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207-MACC Club
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Local Community Center

VALORI GLAMOUR. Give that special guy the perfect Valentine of

information packet/keyboard for

CUMBERLAND COUNTY
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When he arrived at the 4th like
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Lendl takes Australian Open title after injury forces Edberg to quit

MELBOURNE, Australia (AP) — Ivan Lendl repeated as Australian Open men's champion Sunday when Stefan Edberg retired with a stomach muscle injury in the third set.

It was the first time in the Australian Open's 85-year history that a men's finalist has quit in the middle of a match. Lendl led 6-4, 7-6 (3), 5-2 when Edberg told the umpire he could not continue.

Edberg received massage by a trainer during the match and rubbed his own muscles several times during breaks.

"It's not the greatest feeling to win in this way," Lendl said. "I hope Stefan recovers soon. It's unfortunate, but sometimes things happen this way. He carried on for quite awhile and showed great courage. I hope we can come back 12 months from now and slug it out till the end.

The only other finalist to retire in mid-match in Grand Slam history was 11. Roger Barrier, who quit after four sets against Anthony Wilding at Wimbledon in 1911.

Edberg, who was forced to retire from the Australian Open with a back injury last year after winning in the round of 16, left the court without announcement from the middle of the second set on.

The trainer worked on him after the fifth game of the second set, when Edberg took advantage of four errors to break Lendl and put the set back on serve at 3-2 Lendl.

Edberg held and kept the set on serve, pushing it to a tiebreaker in which he came back from 15-40 in the 12th game. But after Edberg took the first two points of the tiebreaker, Lendl won the next six, including one on a double-fault by Edberg. Lendl won the set with a backhand passing shot that whizzed down the line.

Edberg double-faulted on the last two points to suffer a break in the opening game of the third set. He fought back to break points in the third game to hold after five deuces. But the injury was clearly slowing him and draining him of energy.

Lendl played well but not as crisply as he did earlier in the tournament and might not have beaten a healthier Edberg.

Lendl, who started a fad among the other players and fans when he wore a French Foreign Legion-style hat for sun protection in his previous matches here, came out badged this time on a cool, overcast day.

Edberg, one of the quieter players on the tour, had one of the more boisterous cheering sections as shirtless Swedish men with one letter each of his name written on their chests led cheers for him.

Many of the dozens of Swedish fans who had their country's flag painted on their faces and often chanted his name between points.

Edberg won the Australian Open in 1987. Lendl, a Czech who lives in Greenwich, Conn., won on the hard courts here last year.

Ivan Lendl claimed his second straight Australian Open title over the weekend when opponent Stefan Edberg pulled out of the third set with a stomach muscle injury.
Saint Mary's hoops ends slump

By CHRIS BACON
Sports Writer

Upping its season record to 7-6, the Saint Mary's basketball team defeated Franklin College 62-56 on Saturday.

The Belles got off to a strong start, leading 18-6 early in the first half. That margin proved to be the Belles' biggest lead of the game.

Franklin battled back and cut the Saint Mary's lead to only four points. Saint Mary's took a 35-31 lead into halftime.

The game was close throughout the second half, but the Belles began to take charge in the last few minutes of the game.

Junior guard Mea Tottonborn sealed the victory for Saint Mary's by hitting two key free throws late in the game.

The Belles shot 44 percent from the field and 50 percent from the line.

Senior guard Julie Radke led the Belles with 16 points, with one three-point goal and five assists. Senior forward Amy Baranek followed with 12 points. Sophomore forward Janet Jibling had eight points and nine rebounds, while sophomore forward Catherine Bestwick tallied seven points.

"We finished the week in good shape. We're starting to show signs that we're getting back to our rhythm," coach Marvin Wood said.

Since their loss to Ball State on Jan. 13, both the men's and women's teams have won five meets in a row. With the end of the dual meet season fast approaching, the teams look to be playing well.

Saint Mary's never trailed against Indiana Institute of Technology on Thursday 77-68. That win broke a four-game losing streak for Saint Mary's.

"Our defense did a good job for us. We didn't let them do the things that they wanted to do," Wood said.

The game remained close until the last eight minutes of play. Radke hit two three-point shots, and the Belles went up by six. Saint Mary's never trailed again.

"It was a battle. Both teams fought evenly the first 32 minutes. But we pulled ahead the last eight minutes for the victory," Wood said.

Pittsburgh Penguins' center Mario Lemieux, pictured here with Calgary goaltender Mike Vernon at last week's NHL All-Star Game, tied the second-highest record for scoring in consecutive games Sunday against Buffalo.

**How Can You Tell You Are in Love?**

Gender and Cultural Differences

a public lecture by

Sol Gordon
Professor Emeritus, Syracuse University

Wednesday, January 31

4:15 p.m.

Hesburgh Library Auditorium
Army sends Irish into boot camp

By KEN TYSIAC
Sports Writer

Army marched into the Joyce ACC and gave coach Ric Schafer's Notre Dame hockey squad a lesson in good, old-fashioned military discipline in a two-game weekend sweep of the Irish.

The Cadets took advantage of Notre Dame's lackadaisical second period performance on Friday night to win by a 7-4 score, and came right back on Saturday to shut down the Irish 5-2.

"Army is a better hockey team than we are," said Notre Dame coach Ric Schafer. "We got beaten by a little bit better team this weekend. They are strong, really fast, and make a lot of nice passes."

In the Friday third period, the game came early in the second period, when Army's Phil Exposito was sent to the penalty box for slashing. The Irish had played fairly well up to that point, but still were on the wrong end of a 3-1 score. A power play goal could have put them back in the game.

Instead, both Notre Dame defencemen got caught deep in their own zone and broke in alone on Irish goalie Lance Pat Arendt for a three unanswered Army goals by picking up the puck at the side of the Irish net and poking a shot past Madson. The Irish didn't score again until there was only 3:57 left in the game and Janicek rifled a rocket past Chretien from the point. That cut the Army lead to 4-2.

Schafer replaced his goalie with a two-on-one break to bring the Irish within a goal.

They would get no closer. Mike Gengler scored from Tony Tamburino at the 7:28 mark for Army, and the Cadets coasted the rest of the way.

Said Schafer, "We made a good comeback attempt, but unfortunately too many players had their worst game of the season for us. I was disappointed that we had so many soft, avoidable penalties."

The shorthanded goal really hurt. That was a very bad power play. All five of our guys attacked their goal, and they ended up with a two-on-zero break the other way. Let me say this—mistakes were made.

Saturday's game was dominated by defense. Army scored the only goal of the first period when Todd Traczyk stole the puck from Janicke when the Cadets were a man down and slid a pass to Chris Kindgren, who tipped the puck past Madson for yet another shorthanded goal.

Bankoske's team-high 21st goal evened up the score while Tamburino was in the penalty box for slashing in the second period. Irish captain Tim Kuehl dug the puck out in the corner and worked the puck to Bankoske behind the goal. Bankoske weaved in front of the net and flipped a backhand that bounced awkwardly off Chretien's pad and into the net.

The score remained 1-1 until the third period, when Al Liremmer set off a string of three unanswered Army goals by picking up the puck at the side of the Irish net and poking a shot past Madson. The Irish didn't score again until there was only 3:57 left in the game and Janicek rifled a rocket past Chretien from the point.

That cut the Army lead to 4-2. Schafer replaced his goalie with an extra skater with 2:40 left, and his gamble almost paid off. Just 5 seconds later sophomore Ross Zadra backed a shot which may have crossed the goal line before Chretien smothered it. But the goalie judge didn't flash the red light, and the referee waved his arms to signal that the Irish hadn't scored.

Tim Kuehl almost scored 35 seconds later on a similar play, but once again the referee waved off the goal, and a Cadet empty net goal with 34 seconds left killed all Irish hopes of a victory.

"According to what our players said, the first one was in, but the goalie was on top of it, so the referee couldn't see it," said Schafer. "That was kind of a last ditch attempt anyway. I've never pulled a goalie with 2:40 left in the game, but we had nothing to lose.

"We had a solid effort tonight," Schafer continued. "It wasn't lackadaisical play on our part (that caused the loss), we just got beaten by a better hockey team. You won't see another Army team like this for a long time. It's a cyclical thing there. There are a lot of upperclassmen who play well, and number 12 (Rich Sheridan) is one of the best players I've seen."

The loss dropped the Irish to 14-10 on the season. They will host Air Force next weekend at the Joyce ACC. Games will begin at 7:30 on Friday and Saturday nights.

The Notre Dame hockey team was swept by Army over the weekend, losing 7-4 on Friday and 5-2 on Saturday. The losses dropped the Irish to 14-10 on the season.

Press here for a great data processing career.

Near Notre Dame and Memorial Hospital
Farming, Historical, Built in Greek Revival Style
3 bedrooms, 2 baths with many extras.
MED 475.
Call Harold Zeltwanger: 291-0338
or Carole Loyd (Campus): 299-7911
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DePaul remains nemesis for ND women's basketball team

By CHRIS COONEY
Sports Writer

During two separate scoring runs in the Notre Dame women's basketball game with DePaul Saturday, the Irish appeared to be on the verge of overcoming countless obstacles to upset the Blue Demons. Unfortunately for the Irish, these efforts proved futile and Notre Dame lost to their aggressive defense. Their disappointing shooting with an effort to upset the Blue Demons.

Irish head coach Muffet McGraw summed up the analytics of Washington and Kuhns.

"I think we played without confidence from the beginning," McGraw said. "We missed easy shots and took ourselves out of the game mentally."

McGraw added that she felt Notre Dame failed to slow the Blue Demons and instead played at a frantic pace. In addition, the Irish shot an 8-6 Blue Demons to intercept misguided passes and jump to a 22-8 lead.

Irish point guard Karen Robinson took the situation into her own hands and sparked the first of two Notre Dame comebacks. Robinson, who led Irish scoring with 18 points, hit three free throws, brushed all defenders as she drove in for a layup, and nailed a 14-foot jumper. These plays combined with baskets from Kuhns and Davis to bring the Irish within four as DePaul led 24-20.

The Blue Demons held off the Notre Dame surge until halftime, taking a 30-25 lead into the locker room. When the Irish returned to the floor for the second half, however, Sara Liebsher and Washington assured DePaul that this drive was for real.

Liebsher began the second-half scoring with a 15-foot jumper, Washington immediately stole the ball back from the Blue Demons and drove to the hoop to make it 30-29, as close as the Irish would get all day.

"I thought we had them," said Liebsher, who finished with fifteen points and a team leading 17.5 ppg, 5.6 rpg) to pace the Blue Demons with 20 points while pulling down nine off the boards.

But with the Irish closing in, DePaul's Beth Hasenmiller and company let Notre Dame know they would not go down easily. Hasenmiller led the Blue Demons with 20 points while pulling down nine off the boards.

With help from Veronica Ross, Gail Ash and Kris Maskala, who all ended the contest scoring in double figures, Hasenmiller dominated the next fifteen minutes of the game, putting DePaul up 56-44 with less than four minutes remaining. Physical defense that forced 24 Irish turnovers combined with 50% shooting from the floor to control most of the second half and shut down the makeshift Irish offense.

"They play great defense," admitted McGraw, "and they do a great job inside, but we didn't lose because of a lack of talent or experience. They were hungrier." McGraw added that the intensity Notre Dame showed in its final run at the end of the game was missing up to that point.

"We had a great deal of effort in the last four minutes that was missing in the first thirty-six," McGraw commented.

With just over a minute remaining in the game, two three-pointers from Liebsher and a trey from Kuhns pulled the Irish within five at 64-59. Yet the exhausted Irish did not have the energy to complete the victory. Liebsher and Nowlin fouled out as the desperate Irish searched for some way to gain possession. The steady Blue Demons then made seventeen of eight free throws to seal the win.

"They beat us on the block and in the paint," said McGraw of her team's lackluster inside game. "We can't score from the block and they are good off the boards too."

"We know what we had to do and didn't do it," commented a frustrated Krisi Davis.

Notre Dame hopes to regain its offensive composure tonight at the ACC as they host MCC foe Evansville at 7:30.

Irish Gardens has re-opened for the Spring Semester!

- flowers
- balloons
- Valentine and Greeting Cards

Remember to order early for St. Valentine's Day!

Irish Gardens
Basement of LaFortune 12:30-5:30 Mon. - Sat.
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History, as well as the Denver Broncos, the was his 62nd in to Roger
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ical significance. that happened had some histor­

catches set a record and gave him four over­

Stealers in all, tying Franco Harris of

•

those great Steeler teams for Super

downs also tied -who else?

In the 1985 game.

The Broncos were the only

24-point halftime margin was

the second largest only to the

35-10

Broncos trailed Washington

team the 49ers didn't beat in

two years ago.

But that's exactly what they

gave the 49ers.

Elway had time to throw but

when he did, Don Griffin, Ronnie Lott, Tim McrKyer or

Chet Brooks was there to knock

the ball away. Elway's only

completion in his first 10

passes was a 27-yarder on

which he shoved the ball to

Bobby Humphrey, who ran for

most of the yards.

And he finished the half just 6

of 20 for 64 yards. Then he had

his first pass of the second half

intercepted by Michael Walter,

setting up Montana's 28-yard

TD pass to Rice on the next

play. Four minutes later, Brooks picked off Elway and

Montana responded two plays

later with a 35-yarder to

Taylor.

Elway's numbers were built

mostly against a defense that

knew it had only to prevent big

plays.

Notes, quotes and info
from Super Bowl XXIV

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — History, as well as the Denver Broncos,
took a beating in Sunday's 55-10 Super Bowl victory by the San

Francisco 49ers.

•San Francisco became just the second NFL team to win four

Super Bowls. The Pittsburgh Steelers were the first.

•"If you want to go for another, that's fine with me," 49ers

owner Ed DeBartolo told his team in the locker room after

Sunday's victory.

•The 55 points scored by San Francisco were the most ever in a

Super Bowl. The Chicago Bears set a record with their

46-10 victory over New England in Super Bowl XX, also in New

Orleans.

•"This is the best team in the history of football," 49ers

offensive tackle Bobbi Paris said of his team.

•San Francisco, which set five career and two game records in

Sunday's game, was named the Most Valuable Player of the Super

Bowl for a record third time. SB Starr and Terry Bradshaw have

been MVP twice each.

•"Joe's the best," said 49ers receiver Jerry Rice, who caught

three of Montana's record five touchdowns passes.

•Montana's first completion — to Craig on the fifth play of

the game — was his 629 in Super Bowl competition. He and

Dallas' Roger Staubach had been tied for the lead with 61.

•Montana's sixth pass attempt of the game was his 99th in the

Super Bowl, breaking another of Staubach's records.

•Montana's 7-yard touchdown pass to Brent Jones late in the

fourth quarter gave him 594 career Super Bowl passing yards. That

surpassed the previous record of 932 by Pittsburgh's Terry

Brady.

•Montana's 28-yard touchdown pass to Jerry Rice early in the

third quarter was the San Francisco quarterback's 10th Super

Bowl career touchdown pass, surpassing another of Bradshaw's

records.

•Montana's touchdown pass to John Taylor in the third quarter

gave him five TD passes in the game, one more than Bradshaw

had in Pittsburgh's 35-31 Super Bowl victory over Dallas in 1979.

•Thirteen consecutive completions by Montana set another

Super Bowl record, topping the 12 straight by Phil Simms of the


•Denver cornerback Tyrone Braxton: "Late in the third quarter

and at the beginning of the fourth, I knew we were in trouble. We

didn't have many points and we weren't doing anything." The

score at the time was 48-10.

•Roger Craig got his 17th career Super Bowl reception late in

the first quarter, breaking a record he previously shared with

Pittsburgh's Lynn Swann.

•The first team to scored had won 16 of the previous 23 Super

Bowls. Make that 17 of 24.

AP

Roger Craig (33) and the San Francisco 49ers high-stepped their way past the Denver Broncos 55-10 Sunday in Super Bowl XXIV. The Niners were the first team to repeat in the Super Bowl since the Pittsburgh Steelers in 1979-80.

49ers

continued from page 20

1-yard TD run. In fact, just about everything that happened had some histor­

ical significance.

Rice's three touchdown catches set a Super Bowl record and gave him four over­

all, tying Franco Harris of those great Steeler teams for career touchdown catches in a

Super Bowl. Rice's three touch­
downs also tied — who else? —
teammate Craig, who had three in the 1985 game.

But none of that was new for Denver, which two years ago lost to Washington in a game in which the Redskins set a record for setting records. This year, Denver approached that — the

24-point halftime margin was the second largest only to the 35-10 margin by which the

Broncos trailed Washington two years ago.

Not that it wasn't expected, although San Francisco's win was the first since 1973 over Denver in a game that count. The Broncos were the only

team the 49ers didn't beat in the 1980s.

The Broncos entered the game knowing they couldn't

miss tackles or drop passes, but that's exactly what they did, giving San Francisco the opportunities that no one can give the 49ers.

And it wasn't all offense.

The San Francisco defense, particularly the secondary, to­

tally shackled Elway.

Elway had time to throw but
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NEED MONEY?

CAN'T AFFORD SPRING BREAK?

Earn money by working JPW

*server, set up, & break down positions

available*

Sign up in the NDH Jan. 30, 31 Feb. 1 or

SDH Feb. 6, 7, 8

Bring a passport, or bring your social security

or birth certificate along with your student

ID or drivers license.

No Financial Aid Requirement

SIGN-UPS FOR "NEIGHBORING TALENTS" on

February 7 & 8 during the Dining Hall Hours- tryouts will be

held on February 11 all day in O'Laughlin Auditorium

SUPPORT SMC ATHLETICS this Thursday as the

Basketball team plays

Purdue University-Calumet at 7:00

Coming soon: Keenan Revue Party
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CAMPUS

Monday, January 29, 1990

7 p.m. Film: "Our Hospitality," Snite Museum of Art.
9 p.m. Film: "The General," Snite Museum of Art.

NOTRE DAME

London Broil
Meatball Grinder
Cod Cakes w/ Sauce

MENUS

Notre Dame
London Broil
Meatball Grinder
Cod Cakes w/ Sauce

SPELUNKER

JAY HOSLER

CALVIN AND HOBBES

BILLY WATTERSON

THE FAR SIDE

GARY LARSON

Winterfest Sign-ups

Sign-ups for Winterfest Tournaments and Bendix Woods Trip

5-7 PM beginning Monday, January 29 thru Wednesday, January 31 in the SUB Office

ACROSS

30 Converts skin to leather
31 Of the eye
32 Caddish Indian
33 High in glitch
35 Greed
37 Metallic rock
38 Low digit
39 He makes good scents
40 Dudugry
41 Ultimate goals
43 Rubs the wrong way
45 Sheltered at sea
46 "Oysters — season"
47 Some workers at clinics

CROSSWORD

1 Notable periods
5 Shouts for Detroit Lions
10 Youngman or Berle, e.g.
13 Armored vehicle
14 Finery
16 Green gem
16 Consequences
18 Sweetie
19 Ship attendant
20 Most vivid
22 He's a command
23 Bradley or Khayyam
24 Guessed
27 Mute

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

11 March 15, e.g.
12 Trial
15 A morning glory
17 Estimate
21 Priest's vestment
24 Assert
25 Kite's claw
26 Preceding in time
27 Budge

THE FAR SIDE

GARY LARSON

While Farmer Brown was away, the cows got into the kitchen and were having the time of their lives — until Betsy's unwitting discovery.

"I'm going off half-cocked? I'm going off half-cocked? ... Well, Mother was right — you can't argue with a shotgun."
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Joe Montana and the San Francisco 49ers are 12-0 this season and have just one competitor — his- torical records.

In the most dominant performance ever at a Super Bowl, the 49ers routed the Denver Broncos 55-10 to become the first NFL team to win a championship in a decade and tie the Pittsburgh Steelers as a pinnacle of Super Bowl success. This was Super Bowl XXIV.

Montana set five touchdown passes, three to Jerry Rice, breaking a Super Bowl record for the past 45 years with a day on which he also set a record with 13 straight completions.

He also set five Super Bowl career records, including his third Super Bowl MVP award and San Francisco’s point total was the most since Montana left the game with nearly 11 minutes to play. His final num- bers: 33 of 44 passes for 376 yards.

In four Super Bowls he has 11 touchdowns and no interceptions.

For Denver’s quarterback John Elway, it was a day of futility, trailing with his third Super Bowl defeat. He missed eight of his first 10 passes and was intercepted twice and fumbled once. His final numbers: 10 of 26 for 108 yards.

By halftime it was 27-3 as San Francisco was playing against the record book rather than the Broncos, who by then were doing the reverse — tying a Super Bowl record for losses — 0-4 — with the Minnesota Vikings. With their third loss in four years, the Broncos have now been outscored 136-40.

San Francisco, meantime, was beautifully perfect. The 49ers did ever more than expected by the experts who made them favorites by nearly two touchdowns after a 1-2-2 season and a waltz through the playoffs.

The 49ers outscored their three opponents in the playoffs 126-26 and became the sixth straight NFC team to win the Super Bowl.

Along with the records came a future in 32-year-old George Sauer, who took over when Bill Walsh retired after last season, be- came only the second rookie coach to win a Super Bowl — Baltimore’s Don Shula was the first in 1971.

From the moment Montana hit Rice with a 20-yard TD pass 4:54 into the game, the outcome seemed foregone conclusion.

Montana’s final numbers set career Super Bowl records for touchdowns passes, comple- tions, yards, passing attempts and MVP awards, in his four Super Bowls.

Montana is 83 for 122 (68 percent) and 1,142 yards.

He began with the 20-yarder to Rice to start right end Brent Jones and put the game away with 34 seconds left. He hit 7-of-13 with a 38-yarder to Rice, last year’s MVP, who had 11 receptions to earn yet another spot in the record book.

Fullback Tom Rathman also rushed for scores, on runs of 1 and 4 yards. And Rogers Craig had 110 yards.

Irish strike early and often, blow out Hurricanes 107-60

ND heats it up from the field; Miami suffers its come-uppage

By STEVE MEGARGEE

Associate Sports Editor

When Miami basketball coach Bill Foster entered the interview room after Saturday’s game at Notre Dame, he simply said “Holy mackerel,” and wrote the numbers “20” and “67” on a chalkboard.

He couldn’t have summed it up any better.

With the Irish shooting 66 percent in the first half, while the Hurricanes were outshooting the Canes on just 7-of-35 attempts (20 percent) from the field, Notre Dame rolled all over Miami 126-73.

The last time Notre Dame had scored that many points or had beaten anybody by that margin was during the 1985-86 season, when the Irish won 126-73 over a Miami team that had just reinstated its pro- gram.

“Our defensive pressure was very good, we did the right things, we had the right people to get the running game going and we were able to get it going because they’re a much better club,” Irish coach Digger Phelps. “We needed to get home and get our confidence back.

Notre Dame appears to have done so winning Saturday’s annihilation at the Joyce ACC, which put the Irish at 10-0 on the year, the 87-64 embarrassment against LSU a week earlier was only a mem- ory.

That was the lowest this team’s ever been," Irish guard and co-captain Joe Fredrick said of the LSU game, the worst Notre Dame loss in eight years. "Either it’s enough to be throwing in the towel or started pulling together. Our backs were so far against the wall, you knew we’d pull together. We were at our lowest first half of the season, but it’s not too late to get it all back.”

In Saturday’s contest, the Hurricanes may as well have thrown in a towel after 10 minutes.

After two baskets by Monty Williams and one from LaPhonso Ellis put Notre Dame ahead 6-0, Jake Morton made a pair of free throws to make it 6-2.

The Hurricanes (6-6) did not score again until more than five minutes left in the game, when Morton hit a three-pointer for Miami’s first basket. By that time, the Irish led 16-5.

“This shows us what we can do and how we have to do, said Irish forward LaPhonso Ellis, who had 10 points and six rebounds.

see IRISH / page 13

Irish swimmers beat rival Bonnies

Men’s, women’s teams take two meets during weekend

By JANICE ARCHER

Sports Writer

In their last home dual meets of the season, the Notre Dame men’s and women’s swim teams emerged victorious against St. Bonaventure and Western On- tario this weekend.

The men’s meet was decided against St. Bonaventure in a score of 140-97. The victory avenged a lopsided Irish loss to the Bonnies a year ago.

Tension rose during the con- test on Saturday because of a controversial false start called in the 50-yard freestyle. A swimmer from each team was disciplined for not starting at the starting block.

The excellence of the swim- ming on both sides was dis- rupted by events that occurred during the day,” said Irish head coach Tim Welsh. “As hosts, we accept responsibility for them. I sincerely regret what hap- pened.”

The high level at which both teams performed was clearly shown in the 1000-yard freestyle. New university records were set for both schools, as the race was de- cided by .18 of a second. Brian Hill, the second-place finisher, set the new time for the Irish.

The kind of meet it has been for the past few years was typified by the excellence shown in the 100 free," Welsh said. "We can hope to continue the series at the highest levels of competition.”

In 8 of 11 events, the Irish team their fastest times of the year. The 400-yard medley relay team of John Greedie, Tom Penn, Ed Broderick and Jim Birmingham combined to win the event with a time of 3:31.83, the fastest unshaped time of the year.

The women’s team took Sat- urday’s meet against the Bonnies by the score of 175-116. Tusky Maurice led the Irish swimmers in the first victories in the 100 freestyle and the 100 butterfly. Maurice also captured the 200 freestyle. Christine Hart captured the 200 butterfly in 2:37.3.

“I was pleased with the way the girls performed, said Welsh. “I was also impressed with the spirit and discipline of my team.”

Sunday’s meet against Cana- daville resulted in wins, but the results in confidence building wins for Notre Dame.

This meet is always a very friendly, spirited one,” Welsh

see SWIM / page 15

49ers stampede Broncos to finish another Super season

By SCOTT BRUITOCO

Sports Writer

Irish fans had seen its like before. The 107-60 romping of Notre Dame over Miami (Fla.) at the Joyce ACC on Saturday set 11,062 fans was the Miami ACC’s highest one-sided affair.

There were no heart-wrenching mis- ses, no shots to beat the buzzer, no Dick Vitale calling in irritating paroxysms, no intense rivalries, no rising tempo, no spectators and no statistic counts called.

It was almost nonsensical.

About the only anxiety in the air was whether the cheerlead- ers were going to fall on their heads while doing their acro- batic somersaults.

The Irish seemed to do every- thing right: high shooting per- centages, dominating sound- ing, effective defense and equitable team balance.

The game was a study in how the Irish could play a com- monwealth team in the NCAA basketball.

Consider the evaluation by Bill Foster, Miami’s head coach.

“They’re a much better club in 200 butterfly.

see CRAWFORD / page 13

Elmer Bontott (12) splits Miami’s Justin Caldwell (35) and Jerome Scott (44). Bennett tallied 11 points and six assists in Notre Dame’s 107-60 victory over the Hurricanes on Saturday.

see 49ERS / page 18

Elmer Bontott (12) splits Miami’s Justin Caldwell (35) and Jerome Scott (44). Bennett tallied 11 points and six assists in Notre Dame’s 107-60 victory over the Hurricanes on Saturday.